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Significant association of rare variant p.Ser208Cys in complement factor D CFD with KTS
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➢Abstract
KTS is a rare disease, mostly occurring shortly after birth, and the pathological process of KTS may be a hypoplasia or
occlusion of major vein. The etiology of KTS has been unknown, and the incidence of both sexes is basically the same. So
far, it is not clear the stage or period of embryonic development KTS. To find a new pathogenic gene of KTS. We performed
a second-generation sequencing on a de-novo family and analyzed the results to find the gene that the child carry mutation
but not carried by the parents. We used the SIFT, Polyphen, PROVEAN and Mutationtaster websites to assess the harmness
of these genes. Then we found gene CFD which mutation was very harmful in four websites. The coding region of CFD was
cloned into the flag-pcDNA3.1(-) vector , called CFD-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) plasmid. And CFD variant was introduced into
CFD-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) plasmid, called CFD-S208C-flag-pcDNA3.1(-). Western-blot was used to analyze the expression of
VEGFVR2 protein and RT-PCR was used to analyze quantitatively the expression of gene VEGF, VEGFA and VEGFB. The
results showed that overexpression of CFD-S208C-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) increase the expression of VEGFR2 protein, and
significantly increase VEGFA expression compared with CFD-FLAG-pcDNA3.1(-). We found a novel pathogenic gene
CFD of KTS, and overexpression of CFD-S208C-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) increased the expression of VEGFR2 and VEGFA.

➢Results
Identification of a novel variant p.S208C of the CFD
associated with KTS in a family

Fig.1. Identification of a novel variant p.S208C of the CFD
associated with KTS in a family. (A) Pedigree structure of a
Chinese family affected with KTS, that was de-novo family. The
affected males and females are shown with solid squares and
circles, respectively. Unaffected individuals are shown with open
symbols. The genotype for the p.S208C variant in CFD is shown
for each family member at upper right corner: C/G for
heterozygote for the mutant allele, and C/C for homozygote for
the unaffected allele. (B) The nucleotide and amino acid
sequences at the CFD variant site. (C) Multi-alignment of CFD
p.S208 across ten species. (D) The sequence motif contains
p.S208 and 20 flanking amino acids generated by Web logo
analysis.

CFD-S208C-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) positively regulates
expression of VEGFR2 at protein level and VEGFA at
mRNA level

Fig.2. Overexpression of CFD-S208C-FLAG-pcDNA3.1(-) could
increase the expression level of VEGFR2 protein in Hela cells
compared with CFD-FLAG-pcDNA3.1(-) by Western blot
analysis. Tublin was used as loading control. The images of
Western blot analysis shown in (A) were scanned, quantified and
plotted in (B).

Fig.3. Overexpression of CFD-S208C-pcDNA3.1(-) significantly
increased the expression level of VEGFA mRNA in Hela cells
compared with CFD-pcDNA3.1(-) by real time qPCR
analysis(P=0.021). GAPDH was used as internal control and the
fold change was calculated by RQ values (2−ΔΔCt).

➢Conclusion：
In summary, KTS is a vascular dysplasia symptoms that includes body diameter, growth, varicosity, hemangioma, and so
on, the most common genetic variation is found in gene AGGF1, but its pathophysiology is poorly defined. Our genetic and
functional data suggest that a pathogenic variant (S208C) in CFD, a complement factor , is a cause of KTS. Overexpression
of CFD-S208C-flag-pcDNA3.1(-) positively regulates expression of VEGFR2 at protein level and VEGFA at mRNA level
compared with CFD-pcDNA3.1(-). The findings in this study provide important insights into the genetic basis and biological
pathways for the pathogenesis of KTS, which may provide biomarkers for diagnose of KTS.
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